
Core Group Meeting  30 May 2019

Present: Deborah Knowles (Membership Secretary),  Maggie Chamberlain 
(Administrator), Suzi Conway (Treasurer), Fiona Mainstone, Pat White, Kelly Keep

Venue:          Deborah’s

Presentation – Research into Successful Barter Systems (See 
document attached) - Research and presentation by Fiona 

Well-presented research which led to a constructive and interesting 
discussion and ideas for continuing discussion.  

Do we want to keep Bright’s as currency or alternative of ‘pay forward’ as 
in doing work for no credit but in the expectation that others will share 
skills with you?

Some suggestion points to follow on at next meeting;

Encouraging creditors to pay some Bright’s into a community pot

Creation of an informative recruitment poster and distributing to most 
relevant notice boards

Create ‘bookmark’ flier and target organisations that attract volunteers   
A5 size

Fiona’s local research showed that the Bright Exchange is little known 
now except by older people who remember it but it could appeal to 
younger people who can make the connection between the creation of 
moneyless communities and personal ethos of recycling, upcycling etc. 
This is useful feedback for the promotion material and targeting. 

Promotion and marketing and attracting new members now has to be the 
priority for the Bright Exchange, with more targeted promotion including to
voluntary organisations with similar ethos, such as environmental groups 
etc. Look at list of active organisations in Brighton and Hove, or we could 
go on list of Volunteer bureau.

Action – 

To arrange a separate promotion meeting to work solely on promotion (or
discuss by phone/skype) prior to the next Core group 

Set up a Facebook page with photos, Bright’s introduction, what we do, 
who we are etc. and setting some basic group rules is usual on any Fb 
group, with a link to the Bright’s website for joining

Fb can be good way to reach larger numbers of people with little effort 
and will encourage interaction amongst members

Ideas for posters and fliers,
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Where to target promotion material, noticeboards etc. 

To come to next meeting with some examples prepared of promotional 
material for approval at Core group. 

Produce these for next meeting so Core group can approve then we can 
start promotion in July.

Create and sustain a Bright’s blog – good idea, would anyone like to 
volunteer to do this?

We were doing regular newsletters to all members but these have lapsed 
this year

Action – Lead Suzi (on logos and design) with input from others for the 
wording

1. Redacted - Core group discussion minuted to Core group only

Our USP’s 

Local, social, transparent, legal, positive values, privacy respected, 
connecting with contemporary movements, inclusivity, counter culture, we
get to know each other which is different from other skill share websites, 
some people prefer to trade with people known to them, more trusted etc.

Any Other Business

Annual General Meeting

AGM will be planned for 29 September 2019

Inactive members with debt

Proposed by Deborah and agreed by all to contact members who have 
not been active for last year and have remained in debt and remove their 
accounts. Also, a couple of new members to be contacted who have not 
exchanged yet. 

Action – To contact these members and delete accounts

Email messages are coming up with expiry notices. 

Action - These members to be contacted to check their offers and wants

Deborah asked if Bright’s group email could be set up rather than using 
the website for this. Maggie did one before so we have this just have to 
add new members. 

Next Social at Sunshine café Saturday 20 July 10.30 am

NEXT CORE GROUP MEETING:  SATURDAY 13  JULY 10.30  AMAt
Deborah’s     
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